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IoT Enabled Ubiquitous Healthcare Data Acquisition and Monitoring System for Personal and Medical Usage Powered by Cloud Application: An Architectural Overview

Vidhaydhar J. Aski, Shubham Sanjay Sonawane and Ujjwal Soni

Abstract Modern lifestyle, swift adoption of fast-food diet and various environmental changes causing chronic life-threatening diseases stimulates a real necessity of advancements in built-in Internet technology for remote healthcare. Proposed work discourses an IoT paradigm comprising of Wireless Health Sensors (WHS) that allows us to observe essentially continuous monitorable and/or should be monitored biometric parameters like pulse rate, pulmonary functional quality, blood pressure, body temperature, electro cardio activity, etc., which in turn helps us for self-evaluation and control future severity by predictive analysis via smart healthcare systems in a long run diagnostic procedure by a medical practitioner. The work addresses the development of an Arduino-based all-in-one cost-effective, miniaturized Wireless Intelligent Embedded Healthcare Device (WIEHD) that can provide home-based health services to the patient. The sensors are connected to Arduino to track the status which is interfaced to a display as well as Wi-Fi connection in order to transmit collected data and receive user requests. The parameters can be monitored from a smartphone application. This system is based on a cloud platform and keeps track of the device data on daily basis. This data is shared with doctors through a website where the doctor can analyze the condition of the patient and provide further details online and intimate patient about future severity well in time.
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1 Introduction

Domestic and self-remote healthcare plays a vital role when it comes to the frequent ups and downs in the health of elderly and patients having the chronic illness which needs recurrent health examination. The application spectrum shall be extended to a wide variety of people having numerous medical backgrounds like differently abled people, diabetic, asthmatic, cancerous people, etc. need their daily health status for further precautions. This opens up huge opportunities for advancements in healthcare and medical devices. The system we propose is purely meant for home sitting applications but regardless of that, the same technology can be used in medical industry as well. Although similar technologies have emerged, there is still space for better, open-source, and low-cost solution.

The system is designed in such a way that it is capable of measuring various human body factors. Various sensors are used to determine the health structure of the patient. Basic sensors like DS18B20 [1] digital temperature sensor, MLX90614 [2], noncontact infrared temperature sensor, pulse rate sensor, ECG module, spirometry sensor, and more can be used to collect primary body factors. Complex sensors like those used in body composition meters can also become part of the system to provide specific data like fat, water, bone, and muscle percentage. More accurate sensors can even determine weight, body age, BMI, and resting metabolism. These sensors are to be connected to the Arduino Uno or nanomicrocontroller. Arduino is to be programmed in such a way that it is not to be limited to the number of sensors. The Arduino will mainly act as a sensor manager and help the system to collect the data for further processing. The collected data is further sent to NodeMCU [3]. NodeMCU is another microcontroller with inbuilt ESP8266 [3] Wi-Fi module and MCU-based Arduino architecture. NodeMCU will receive the data from Arduino via serial communication established between them. NodeMCU will act in master mode and will then be used to command Arduino for the sensor data that has been requested by the user. The input to the system or NodeMCU will be over intranet where MCU will act as a server to provide a response to the user requests.

This system is based on a cloud platform and hence the data is to be uploaded on to the cloud. When performing this task, MCU goes to client mode and requests the cloud for upload. The system keeps track of the daily data collected in the past. This data is then shared with doctors through a website where the doctor can analyze the condition of the patient and provide further details online. Analytical platforms like Watson and Matlab can be used to perform data analysis on to the information collected by the system over the cloud. Patients and their respective doctor can communicate with one another on this platform and can go back and view the past data any time they desire. If the system detects any abrupt abnormalities in patient’s any of the health condition like heart rate or body temperature, the system automatically notifies the user about the patient’s status over their Android phones or web portal, and also shows details of the patient in real time over the Internet. The system uses ubiquitous data accessing method in IoT-based information system [3] for management of huge data collected on a daily basis. This will make the system
more efficient with big data management allowing the user to share information with medical experts on a large scale.

Patient’s health parameter data stored in the cloud makes it even more beneficial than maintaining the records in physical format or digital memory storage devices. There are chances that these devices can get corrupt and data might be lost, whereas the cloud storage is more reliable and does have minimal chances of data loss. Thus, this cloud and IoT-based health tracking system effectively uses the Internet to monitor patient’s health status and save lives on time.

2 Methodology

Following methods are used in creating this overall research plan.

2.1 Sensors

The system will consist of mainly three health monitoring sensors: temperature sensor, pulse rate, and ECG sensor. But the design is to be made in such a way that the system will not be limited to few sensors. Depending on the patient’s need, the system will provide options for the body status they are looking for. Other important factors that can be added to the system are the body composition sensors which will provide extensive insight of body and visceral fat, skeletal muscle level, BMI, resting metabolism, and more.

Sensors like DS18B20 [4] digital temperature sensor, SEN-11574 pulse rate sensor, AD8232 heart ECG monitoring sensor, and spirometry sensor are to be used in the system. DS18B20 contains a unique 64-bit code stored in ROM [4]. The least significant 8 bits of the ROM code contains the DS18B20’s 1-Wire family code: 28 h. The next 48 bits contain a unique serial number. The most significant 8 bits contain a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) byte that is calculated from the first 56 bits of the ROM code [4].

SEN-11574 is easy to use pulse rate sensor [5]. The power of SEN-11574 ranges from 3v to 5v [5]. It consists of optical heartbeat sensor circuit, an amplification circuit, and noise cancellation circuit [5] all embedded on the single chip.

An analog sensor requires signal conditioning circuit to interface with MCU for better precision, likewise for ECG sensor AD2832 acts as an internal signal conditioning circuit and many other potential bio-parameters [6]. This AD8232 can also act as high-pass filter that removes low-frequency motion objects. This filter has got large gain as it is tightly coupled with amplifier.
2.2 Microcontroller

The sensors will collect the analog and digital input for the microcontroller. The system will use Arduino nano or Uno for processing the data collected by the sensors. Arduino will be programmed in such a way that it should be capable of taking as many body factors as possible into consideration. This will make the system not limited to few sensors. Arduino will mainly be programmed for handling various sensors. As there is no limitation to the sensors we are using, one microcontroller is fully assigned to perform the hand over the task of data collection.

The data will then be sent to NodeMCU, another microcontroller with Wi-Fi connectivity for further processing via hardware serial communication established between both controllers as shown in Fig. 1. NodeMCU has a built-in ESP8266 module. The module supports standard IEEE 802.11 agreement and complete TCP/IP protocol stack [3]. The module can be added to an existing networking device or built-in a separate network controller as NodeMCU [3]. ESP8266 is high integration wireless SOCs, designed for space- and power-constrained mobile platform designers. It provides unsurpassed ability to embed Wi-Fi capabilities within other systems or to function as a standalone application, with the lowest cost, and minimal space requirement [3]. NodeMCU will be our primary microcontroller. It will communicate with Arduino to fetch the data over a hardware serial communication established between them. Arduino will be in slave mode, while NodeMCU will be in master mode. NodeMCU will also be interfaced with a display which will provide output in real time.

Fig. 1 System architecture
NodeMCU is a low-power device capable of operating on 3.3v input, while Arduino takes up to 5v of power. This makes the system more power efficient.

### 2.3 Internet Connectivity

Internet connectivity plays an important role when it comes to IoT platforms. We will use the ESP8266 Wi-Fi module inbuilt in our NodeMCU. It will deal with all the Internet requests sent by the client. The node will be connected to the home Wi-Fi network. Since the system can be controlled by Android or Web application, the request has to be sent to the system. Same goes for requests that system sends to cloud as in Fig. 1.

When receiving requests, NodeMCU will go into a server mode, providing a response to the requests. The response is nothing but an acknowledgement for the user to use requested sensor and storing collected information in the cloud. NodeMCU will command Arduino for the provision of the data that is to be uploaded to the cloud. When uploading data to the cloud, NodeMCU will be in client mode and request the cloud server to upload collected data to its database. Most of the request from a user to the system will be over the intranet, and hence connectivity will only be limited to local area network when the node is in server mode. As for client mode, MCU will switch over to the Internet to access the cloud.

### 2.4 Cloud

Information collected by the system will be stored in a database located on cloud virtual machine. The database will contain all the biodata of the patient. It will also have information of the doctors. The web application and the online server that drives the system will also be part of the cloud virtual machine as in Fig. 1. Cloud platforms like IBM Bluemix [7] can be ideal for this task. IBM Bluemix is open cloud platform that offers mobile and web developer access to IBM and other software for integration, security, transactions, and other key functions [7]. The IBM IoT service lets our apps communicate with and retrieve data collected by the system [7]. Bluemix’s recipes make it easy to get devices connected to the Internet of Things cloud [7]. The web and Android application can then use real-time and REST APIs to communicate with devices and use the data that sensors had been collecting [7].

### 2.5 Application Development

Depending on the requirement, an Android or web application is to be developed which shall contain both patients and doctors portal. The patient can select their
respective doctor(s) so that they can share their daily health status. The website will contain all the past information of the patient, so that doctor or patient can check and analyze the data any time they want.

Various tools like IBM Watson or Matlab can be used in the portal to provide analysis and visualization of the data that is collected by our system time to time. This will provide better user experience and will also help doctors determine current health condition of the patient.

3 Cloud Platform and Database Management

With the usage of the medical devices being high, collecting a huge amount of sensor data from n number of users and a load of data on the cloud platform demands technologies depending upon big data, hence resulting in a requirement for data management on multitenant basis rather than conventional distributed data acquiring modules.

Multilayer data storing architecture module is used for increased efficiency directly in terms of data fetching and data storing speed. The bottom data layer is a cause of tenant data storage layer, which allows us to store collective tenant databases. Next layer is used as controlled data access layer. This constitutes different mechanisms for controlling resources in order to form effective distributed healthcare model. Among all the layers, top layer being the business layer. Data interpretations, controlling operations, and business operations sharing resources between various data formats will occur in the business layer that coordinates shared data as well as interpreted data. Two separate data interoperable protocols are used for creating isolated nature between shared data and interpreted data. In healthcare applications, patient data is used as an extremely big dataset in hospitals and MQTT protocols provide relatively good encryption to datasets for transporting data in remote places. Because various hospitals provide different cloud infrastructures for patient’s database, it is always better to have a protocol that deals with extracting data from different databases by maintaining isolation between each infrastructure [8].

4 Implementation

The sensors which are to be used must be connected to the Arduino Uno depending on the analog and digital pins. Temperature sensor is like DS18B20 digital temperature sensor. The DQ pin of like DS18B20 is connected to any of the Arduino digital pins. It is also connected to 4.5k register which is then interfaced with VCC of the sensor input and 5v Arduino output as shown in Fig. 2. The GND of the sensor goes to the GND of Arduino. Similarly, analog output of the SEN-11574 pulse rate sensor goes to any one of the Arduino analog pins with an input voltage of 5v.
AD8232 [9] bioelectrical signal acquisition development module and the sensor are most important of all as it will be used for electrocardiography, i.e., ECG visualization. It has got the efficient structure to excerpt, strengthening signal by means of amplification and removal of less biopotential signals. In the case of noisy signal condition occurrence like those designed by distant electrode placement [9], this also enables to have extremely low-power ADC embedded in the microcontroller to obtain output signal power more easily [9]. AD8232 is low-power 3.3v device. It will get its input from Arduino 3.3v pin. An analog output of AD8232 will be connected to an analog pin of Arduino, whereas LO— and LO+ will be going to digital pins of Arduino as shown in Fig. 2 (Fig. 3).

The 6 analog pins and 13 digital pins of Arduino Uno being more than enough for above implementation, many more sensor in future can be added to the system using 4051 Multiplexer. The 4051 is an 8-channel analog multiplexer/DE multiplexer with one common and 8 I/O pins. The common pin is connected to any of the analog pins, whereas sensors are connected to 8 channels. 4051 also have three digital pins—A, B, and C; these pins together will determine which channel is to be used by providing

---

**Fig. 2** Sensor interfaced circuit diagram
Fig. 3  Arduino sensor manager flowchart
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Fig. 4 4051 multiplexer with Arduino Uno

A three-digit binary number from 0 to 7 as of respective channel pin of 4051. Pins A, B, and C will be connected to digital pins of Arduino as shown in Fig. 4.

The Arduino is internally programmed to handle all the sensors at the same time. A programmable switch is written in such a way that depending upon what is the request for sensor available on the hardware serial, nothing but a request from NodeMCU in form of an integer. This commands Arduino to call for a function specific to the requested sensor. Each function of sensors will have its own program depending upon its characteristics. The flowchart of the sensor is shown in Fig. 3.

This is only to assure that the user has a home or personal Wi-Fi and is supposed to provide Wi-Fi name and password to the system. Once the system is provided with the details, it will then store this info on to its memory and start accessing the Internet. Once the connection is established, the users are free to use the system to its full potential. This task only has to be performed once. The Wi-Fi details are to be stored in the memory of NodeMCU. NodeMCU has the memory of 128 KB and flash storage of around 4 MB which is more than enough for this task. This memory can also be used to temporarily store the data fetched when the system is in offline mode or has experienced any problems with the connectivity (Fig. 5).

Once an Internet connection is available, the system will upload the data on to the cloud. The flowchart of NodeMCU is shown in Fig. 6.
An application programming interface will be designed in order to provide information to the available doctors and hospital. Since we are using three-layer database management architecture [8], both shared and isolated databases have to be managed. The shared database will contain all the patient’s daily health and body status. Doctor- and hospital-related information also are to be stored in the shared database. Patients and doctors personal information will be stored in an isolated database. The web application will be developed using JSP technology and for storage purpose, we will be using MongoDB document-oriented database which is ideal for our three-layer architecture.

The analytical tool is a vital feature of the system that can be used for predictive measures. Specifically, IBM Watson analytics is used as an analytical tool. This is an essential cloud service platform which enables us to create various regressive models and design supervised training techniques for the purpose of data analytics [9]. Watson analytical tool allows working with extremely simple and common milieu schemes such as .csv, .xsl, .xlsx, etc. As a use case of this platform, it provides an environment and asserts an offset value of data quality automatically after uploading datasets. Along with this, many other factors are also taken into consideration such as it requires less number of records, filled completeness, and various other qualitative parameters. We created a data acquisition system for collecting biomedical parameters such as ECG, body temperature, pulse, and ECG, among which ECG data is very crucial and is extremely necessary to feed Watson with collected ECG data on daily basis for prediction of abnormalities in the functioning of heart.
Fig. 6 NodeMCU request handle flowchart
**Table 1** Results obtained by using DS18b20 digital temperature sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Sensor result (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The electrocardiogram is a graphical representation of activities that occur after every contraction and relaxation. This can be detailed and observed using electrodes of ECG sensors, and data processing unit (microcontroller) will take care of mapping voltage variations in accordance with the various records observed through ECG sensors placed on the body in response to the heart function. Basically, cardiac activity can be measured through the observations of voltage differences in some predefined placement positions of electrodes on the skin [9]. ECG is a very basic, less expensive, and vital source of diagnostic information in abnormalities of cardiac function since decades and is used to observe electrical activity of cardiovascular stem. Reading and understanding ECG signal was a real challenge for an engineer and can refer various medical journals to study on ECG waves. Varieties of ECG variations cause and intuit different health statuses of the heart. It acquires signature waves whose variations may indicate different problems of the heart. These changes are referred to as heart rate vulnerability (HRV); this generally refers to time length variations between two heartbeats. HRV dataset [9] can be used in the Watson.

## 5 Result

After developing the system using above implementation, we can test the system for the outputs of the sensors and connectivity.

A test run of the system is performed using DS18B20 one wire digital temperature sensor. The DS18B20 is very precise sensors even capable of measuring temperature ranging from $-55$ to $+125$ °C [1].

We tested the temperature sensor on a person with normal body temperature. The sensor data obtained in every 5 s is shown in Table 1.

The data clearly shows that the temperature gradually increases till the certain point and then it becomes stable. In this case, the data is stable at 31.9 °C. Since the sensor is connected to the palm of the patient, the temperature shown in Table 1 is normal palm temperature. The normal skin temperature of the person is said to be 32–33 °C, while normal external body temperature is 34 °C, i.e., 2 °C more than that of skin. Therefore, in this case, the normal body temperature is $31.9 + 2 = 33.9$ °C or 93.02 °F. Normal internal body temperature most commonly referred by doctors is 37 °C or 100 °F which is 3 °C more than that of internal body temperature in this case, that is, $33.9 + 3 = 36.9$ °C or 98.42 °F, which is close enough to normal
body temperature. The output provided by the system will be in degree Fahrenheit. Internal body temperature will be the factor taken into the consideration but external and skin temperature will also be used for better analysis as shown in Fig. 7.

It can be observed that the sensor provides the required data accurately after at least 30 s. Hence, Arduino is programmed for a delay of 30 s after the sensor is requested by the user, to provide more precise body temperature. The resolution of DS18B20 is also set to max for better results. Similarly, results are to be found in data obtained from pulse sensor and ECG sensor.

6 Future Scope

Currently, the system is developed by keeping domestic applications in mind but it can be expanded to the medical industry as well. The system can be integrated into the medical devices in hospitals and data can be fetched from there and then to the cloud. This will allow us to perform analytics on better scale to get more accurate and realistic results. Same results can also be shared with the hospital database using given three-layer model. IBM Watson and its IoT features can be utilized to full extent as it develops itself, making our Internet of Things, Internet that thinks. As per domestic applications of the system are concerned, modern day home automation features can be added to our system as well. The system can be configured with popular AI like Google Home’s Google Assistant [10] and Amazon Echo’s Alexa [11] to provide more immersive and living experience. As for sensor, with growing sensor technology and fields of application of sensors and sensor networks [12], more medical sensors like blood pressure, insulin and sugar monitor, RBC, WBC, and platelet monitors can also become part of the system as well.
7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an architecture of a healthcare system capable of performing basic medical operations for analysis and visualization of body and health factors. The architecture was designed with two microcontrollers, Arduino Uno and NodeMCU. Arduino Uno was set up to manage sensor network of the model, while NodeMCU was responsible for Internet connectivity and user request handling. We also developed flowcharts of the programs that are to be installed in these microcontrollers. We studied the three-layer database management for ubiquitous data access. Visualization of the Android and web application was also taken into consideration in this study. The cloud structure and various analytical tools like Watson were understood. Observation of results of the sensors in real time was done for better understanding of the data collection mechanism.
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Abstract  The wireless sensors which are used in IoT applications are battery powered, which imposes extreme energy constraints on their operations. Therefore, a fundamental challenge lies in designing a sensor network which can maximize its lifetime. To address this issue in WSNs, data aggregation techniques have come up as a novel approach that minimizes the number of transmissions in the network, which in turn can optimize the network and increase its lifetime. In this paper, we have discussed a simple hierarchical data aggregation method for energy optimized data transmission in wireless sensor networks.
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1 Introduction

In the current years of development of wireless technology and micro-electromechanical systems, development of small, cost-efficient sensors with the ability of sensing and wireless communication is paving a huge path in the domain of wireless communication. This amalgam of wireless technology with sensors has given rise to the wireless sensor network communication. WSNs are deployed in various domains like military surveillance, environmental monitoring, civil applications, etc. Wireless sensor networks have been heavily used for acquiring environmental data such as humidity, temperature, sound, pollution, and so on which are later used